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Go to ethicalela.com 

and complete the 

survey, please. 



Survey

https://goo.gl/forms/JFsN3LSa1vuGqfgt1
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Drummer

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_4WIGdeOtKc1Iqa7GdvTYELoPu344D0C/preview
https://www.npr.org/sections/allsongs/2018/06/11/618963329/watch-this-8-year-old-girl-crush-led-zeppelins-good-times-bad-times
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYuOZnAqQCY
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What are the social, emotional, and intellectual implications of independent and 
group reading experiences?

Individual                             Group



How much time do you spend 
teaching a whole class novel?
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Justifying WHOLE 

class novels: 

● What’s “good” 

about this 

letter? 

● What is missing 

or problematic?
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Groups: Next Birthday Takes Notes

Whole-class 
novel

Book Groups Independent 
Reading

Why do it? 

Concerns



Justifying Reading Experiences
Whole-class novel Book Groups Independent Reading

Pos. ● challenging enough in complexity, emotion, 
style, language that a teacher guide is 
helpful

● a text students might need help 
appreciating-- teacher can “convince” 
everyone there is something to “appreciate”

● the theme, topic, author invites inquiry into 
research or other books, articles, media

● stretch beyond comfort zone to explore new 
topics, perspectives, places, situations

● introduce literary terms or reading skills
● shared reading experience to return to for 

connections and conferring with groups and 
individuals

● TIME to read in class with a teacher guide- 
likely to be similar challenges for most Ss 
the teacher can address whole class

● teacher or student can vet options; 
● exploring multiple dimensions of similar 

topic 
● can be around a theme required OR a 

theme chosen out of interest
● creates an intimate community -- each 

group arrangement can be different to help 
students know and appreciate each other

● develops conversation skills and 
interdependence

● TIME to read in class; teacher can confer, 
monitor

● teach research and inquiry to support 
reading, build background knowledge

● record book groups
● students can present, book talk for others
● students seen as partners; autonomy
● snacks

● learn what they like-- genre, 
form, authors, topics

● stretch into new places, 
experiences, lives, authors, 
time periods of interest

● range of genres
● range of ways to process, 

respond
● how to select, find books
● how to read, where to read, 

when to read
● TIME in class to read for 

teacher, peers to support
● TIME to practice  

reading/writing concepts 
taught teacher can 

● student as “expert”; 
autonomy

Neg. ● time- takes an entire term, 
● some students will struggle and become 

stronger, some will struggle and feel defeated, 
● in-class reading some will be bored, some will 

just listen (listening comprehension not the same 
as reading comprehension)

● homework - not read, use sparknotes
● teacher or “right” interpretation; 
● not learning independent or lifelong habits

● not having common knowledge or a shared 
experience; 

● teacher cannot control the content or 
interpretation (mis-understandings) 

● students may cheat- share summary (at 
least they’re talking about the book)

● teacher hasn’t read the 
book

● fake reading
● assess or not - -for joy or 

required -- reading logs can 
kill the love of reading



In your rationale letter….

● Why is it  challenging enough in complexity, 
emotion, style, language that a teacher guide is 
helpful?

● What can THIS text do that is worth uncovering and 
appreciating --place, time, perspective, style, 
situation?

● What opportunities will you include for students to 
do inquiry -- research, other books, poems, songs, 
media, film so they can stretch aspects of the text? 

● What concepts/skills will you teach that THIS text is 
so well suited for?

● What makes THIS text worthy of a SHARED 
experience? How will it connect to other text, ideas, 
concepts in the curriculum, relevance? 

● How much TIME will it take, and why is it worth that 
amount of time? 

● How will you differentiate for students for whom this 
may not be a challenge, for students who will be too 
challenged? 

● How will you read it? Together, listening, chapter by 
chapter, at home, during class, in small groups? 
How will you be sure everyone is reading and still 
appreciating- skipping ahead, fake reading?

● What assignments and questions will you ask that 
will minimize Sparknotes and copying? 
Personalized assignment, research, inquiry.

● How does this book foster a love of reading and 
habits of thinking that are worthy of the time in class 
to teach it?

● What concerns with content do you anticipate? 
Does it outweigh the benefits?

● Cannot “opt” out or it wouldn’t be whole class. 
Inform only in your parent letter.



1. Choice Empowers Students
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● Balance of who makes the choices and why.
● Teachers make some choices and model how the choice is made.
● Students make some choices and justify their choices -- relevant to self, to the 

community, to the world.
● If teachers are always making choices, students don’t learn how to do it 

themselves. Teachers can make visible decision making, rationale, process, 
connections -- students then practice this with independent or group work.



2. Valuing Student Choices 
Values the Student

Choices tell us a lot about students: dreams, interests, motivations.

Knowing their choices changes the way teachers see them and react to them.

Values their process and reasoning.
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3. Choice Leads to Real and 
Meaningful Conversations

When teachers choose, teachers originate and lead the conversation.

When students choose, their choices starts a new conversation, more authentic.
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4. Choice Helps Establish and 
Deepen Relationships

When students talk with one another about their choices, this nurtures a 
community of literacy -- no competition, no copying.

Students recommend books, encourage writing to and for each other.
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5. Choice Leads to 
Independence

Time to read during class -- teacher know they are reading!

Conferring time -- students can’t fake this or chear with real conversations 
about the books, about their writing ideas.

Variety of reading and writing experiences stretches learning into new times, 
places, ways of being.
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And...Choice Changes the Reading 
Life of a the Teacher

You will read more.

You will write more.

You will know your students better.

You will learn from your students.
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Planning for VARIETY of reading experiences-- 8 Weeks
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1 to-read lists - Amazon, Goodreads, other YA lists, We Need 
Diverse Books, Nerdy Book Club

interest survey, peer 
interviews

2 Choice: read and reading responses; Claim, Evidence, Response short lit response

3 Choice for 10, Core text for restin class use as model for narrative 
writing

narrative, open mic

4 Choice for 10, Core text in class and narrative writing- story 
starters, brainstorm

narrative, open mic

5 Book groups on a specific topic to prepare for informational narrative, open mic

6 Book groups, research, informational writing (blogging) informational, open mic

7 Book groups and blogging informational, open mic

8 reflect/portfolio -- a book a week; reading response
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ara8qxLc9A


Young Adult Lit is Young Adult Voice and Choice

WritingReading Speaking

19



Choice in Reading
independent

core
group

Let’s start with the first set of 
slides



Girl in Translation by Jean Kwok

1) America is a new country. 2) Being in 
New York is a busy and fast-paced way of 
life.  3) Their living situation -- Kim and her 
mother live in an old, worn-down 
apartment...there are thousands of 
immigrants who come to the U.S. each 
year and this story gives me an idea of 
what the process of transition must be like 
for some people....

https://kidblog.org/class/read4humanity/posts/a9yh4s5bwtrq2g9fr0i6f4pin


Boy Meets Boy by David 
Levithan

The great thing about Boy Meets Boy is the fact 
that it talks about such a wide range of topics, 
such as gender, romance, and acceptance...I feel 
like this book gave me a better understanding of 
how people in our world may or may not deal with 
being homosexual. Some people in our world are 
not as accepting of people. Tony starts to slowly 
stand up to his parents and tells them there is 
nothing wrong with is being gay. He is their son.

https://kidblog.org/class/read4humanity/posts/7wwqsqn3ib4wm6hybrbrthfja


Booked by Kwame Alexander

I aspire to a lot of goals just 
like Nick and Colby...I can 
relate to something on almost 
every page.

https://kidblog.org/class/read4humanity/posts/77bhbl8hwo8mo58jab8molxii


Book Groups



Book 
groups

https://kidblog.org/class/h103/posts/csaa4ikyl2azfrduhhfc0oi24
https://kidblog.org/class/h103/posts/csaa4ikyl2azfrduhhfc0oi24
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2hSmA9aDKxReENMaFFOUWdYZTg/view?usp=sharing


Anything But Typical  by Nora 
Raleigh Baskin

Book Groups: 

iMovie: 

 

https://kidblog.org/class/read4humanity/posts/dvxvqii4wmkpc5eelqt8lj7lt
https://kidblog.org/class/read4humanity/posts/dywi95yqazyybnzhao2bjcepj
https://kidblog.org/class/read4humanity/posts/dywi95yqazyybnzhao2bjcepj








● I learned that culture does define who you are, it is apart of 
you. Yes, some people go to a different culture and learn 
new things, but its up to you to stay true to your self (The 
Absolutely True Diary of  a Part-Time Indian).

● Orbiting Jupiter because that book is a window to me 
because I can see the struggle that is happening between a 
teenage dad and his daughter.

● I already knew that life and the real world is messed up, I 
already knew that lots of different people have very 
different lives, and I already knew that people of certain 
genders (like women, or people who are transgender) can 
have a really bad time in life. But, I did not know the 
struggles of someone who is mixed race. Which is strange, 
because I'm half Brazilian and half American. I've never 
looked into the subject of mixed race people, and how we 
could not know who we are, or where we belong. The book 
I read, called Nothing But The Truth (and a few white 
lies), helped me know more about this subject as a whole.

● A social issue that I learned about would be women's rights 
in India. I learned that in Uttar Pradesh there is a gang of 
women who embarrass or beat up men who mistreat 
women called the Gulabi Gang.

I did not know the struggles of someone who 
is mixed race. Which is strange, because I'm 
half Brazilian and half American. I've never 
looked into the subject of mixed race people, 
and how we could not know who we are, or 
where we belong. The book I read, called 
Nothing But The Truth (and a few white lies), 
helped me know more about this subject as a 
whole.

http://www.amazon.com/Absolutely-True-Diary-Part-Time-Indian/dp/0316013692
http://www.amazon.com/Absolutely-True-Diary-Part-Time-Indian/dp/0316013692
http://www.ethicalela.com/topten/
http://www.amazon.com/Nothing-Truth-white-Justina-Novel/dp/0316011312
http://www.amazon.com/Nothing-Truth-white-Justina-Novel/dp/0316011312
http://www.amazon.com/Nothing-Truth-white-Justina-Novel/dp/0316011312


Choice in Writing

Second Set



Informative
Blog Series

- sequence
- descriptive
- problem 

solution
- comparison
- cause/effect

Writing is Young Adult Literature - written for and by students
AUDIENCE MATTERS

Narrative
biography of 
classmate
original story- 
EVERY genre
mixed genre- poem, 
news, diary, script
drama

Argument
problem-solution
TED talk
rhetorical speech
literary argument

Poetry
30 days of poetry
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Commenting from 3-perspectives
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2i0z0lxvJ0


Choice in 
Speaking

Third  Set



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1szc2JH7Sw5seQpjKip0HmuQq7SDX7kfG/preview


volume We can hear you in the back of the room; you may make 
your voice louder or softer in certain parts to show 
passion or emotion related to the content.

Meets Not yet

eye contact We can see your eyes at different points of the performance 
to show you are trying to connect with us, your audience. 

expression The way you say the words and phrases shows you are 
interpreting the mood and content to communicate that to 
the audience, You may change your expression in 
different parts as the mood shifts or ideas become more 
serious or light-hearted.

pace You perform with a pace that matches the content and 
mood; it is slow enough for us to hear and process the 
words and fast enough for us to feel the rhythm. You may 
slow down to emphasize certain parts or to let an important 
idea really resonate with the audience.

professional You clearly prepared for the performance because you 
know your part, your partner’s part, the parts you read 
together; the timing is on; you are appropriately professional 
to treat the topic with the respect it deserves.

speaking
 VEEPP

self, peer, teacher 
assessment weekly



listening
noticing craft
text evidence

complimenting -- peer assessment



Choices and Voice

1. Interest surveys, brainstorm, 
permission to pursue.

2. Time to read, write, talk, 
present.

3. Access to books.
4. Publication celebrations and 

compliments.
5. Share your life. How you 

nurture and pursue your 
interests.
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